
Cognitive computing in  
your portfolio
Atomian Discover is a disruptive Artificial  
Intelligence product 
As a complement or an alternative to a BI tool, you add an 
innovative product that combines the most advanced AI 
technology with an easy integration process.

Atomian makes it possible for users to ask a question by typing 
it into the search bar with their own words. Its combination of 
search-based and dashboard building interface allows users to 
discover and visualize data through queries in natural language.

Atomian Discover is a business opportunity for technology 
integrators. Sized projects, accountable results and a fair 
revenue sharing schema included. 

We invested more than 20,000 hours in the creation of a reliable, 
powerful tool: a cognitive knowledge model combined with a 
natural language processing neural network, and highly efficient 
results gathering algorithms.

Do your clients take full 
advantage of their data?
Atomian can replace or complement other BI tools.  
Essentially, Atomian Discover is integrated as any other BI tool. 
So, Atomian partners may take profit from the existing data 
infrastructure already built.

Atomian is the best option: 
• When a company has many different data sources and models 

and, therefore, a high diversity of unanswered questions. 
• In the case of data gathering scenario. When the right answer is 

a specific data, our search-based interface lets your clients get 
answers to any ad-hoc question in seconds with no training.

• When your client needs a dynamic tool for a medium-large 
number of users engaged in data discovery activities.

• When users need to be fast building simple, quick charts, 
progress bars, alerts, forms. 

Our AI technology can change the way business people are 
interacting with enterprise data. 
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As Atomian Partner which are  
your benefits? 

Driving digital transformation on your clients. You include a 
product in your portfolio that adds value from the first use and 
which is intuitive and flexible.

You lead the integration process. Atomian partners carry out 
the main integration tasks. You are the key player in a successful 
deployment to clients. 

Offering vertical solutions to new or existing clients.  You can 
develop vertical markets thanks to reusable Atomian Discover’s 
cognitive ETL. 

Carrying out software maintenance and training.  You are 
responsible for the client’s experience in all the live cycle. 

Atomian Partner Ecosystem. You will be part of the selected 
group of experts ready to install our cognitive products. 

Business users can exploit their organization’s data, 
making real-time decisions by simply asking a query.

What are the Atomian 
Discover’s benefits for your 
clients? 

In a short time, clients will be able to uncover meaningful 
insights on their data and gain visibility of their company. 

Atomian gives business users the ability to ask questions 
in plain  English.

It allows them to combine data recovery and analytics, 
with quick queries and conclusive and accurate results.

Users can build a panel system with up-to-date supporting 
information and activate alerts when goals are achieved.  

Users can create new KPIs at any time, without IT 
Department interaction.

Partners’ main tasks
• Analyze data sources
• Build data extractors
• Build a centralized data model
• Build a database
• Load data into the database
• Document database
• Define users typology
• Install and setup Atomian
• Training
• First-level support

Cognitive
ETL


